I am so sorry that it has taken me so long to update
our CCC but so much has been going on – more of
that later.
However the key reasons I have so many other
things to do is the arrival of this little boy – Rory
Reay – 7lbs 10ozs on Sunday April 17th – and he is
growing so fast! Our first grandchild – daughter
and partner doing well also – and I, of course, am
besotted!
Well anyway – on with the news!

So now you all know why I didn’t make it to Wild at Whinmarleigh,
but I was kept up to date with plenty of photographs and I know that
everyone had a great time. Thank you to Siobhan in particular for
organising but huge thanks too, to everyone involved in getting all the
girls there to have such a good time – I think we may do it again at
some point – but other events to come!

County Camp at Blaithwaite
24-29th July 2017

Following the huge success of the badge that
Misha McFadden did for us last year; we have
used it to create a new Hoodie or Zoodie for the
County – you will start to see people wearing
them with Cumbria North Rocks on the back –
this is also becoming our motto with various
different ways of interpreting the word Rocks!
Details on ordering yourself a hoodie or zoodie(a
hoodie with a full zip!) will be available through
division commissioners in September.

Please keep the date in your
diaries and keep an eye out for
more news. At the moment we
can tell you that it is THE place
to be!

Cumbria North Rocks
Revitalise

Archery, Zorbing, Caving,
Climbing, Day Trip are just
some of the activities being
planned.

Outdoors

Maximum price to the girls,
including a teeshirt, badge and
necker will be just £200 – great
value we think.

Keep it Simple

Celebrate

Seize Opportunities

There will be a Senior Section
sub camp and hopefully the
sun will shine all week!
Payment dates will be set to
help and again more news to
follow – Save the Date!

Our next opportunity coming your way is County
Training weekend at Blencathra – despite the
weather last year we had a good weekend so we
have decided to make the same offer. You can stay
all weekend or dip in and out of sessions, full
information and booking forms in September so
watch the post – 18th-20th November.

And finally – the afternoon of Sunday 20th November at Blencathra we will
be hosting an Afternoon Tea to celebrate the achievements of those
members of Girlguiding Cumbria North who have earned an award –
actually you all have –Thank you for everything you do – every week – but
of course there will be some who get special mentions for long service,
Queens Guide award etc. We will be inviting our ambassadors and
celebrating all that we have achieved together. Thank you for every part
you play

Julie x

